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Introduction
Four transformative scenarios 2050 for Neo-Carbon Energy

Research Motivation:

What makes innovations
spread? How to identify
and promote pioneers?
How to achieve
a preferred future?
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Rogers (1962, adapted from Wikimedia Commons)

Tailor-made expert survey on the
Neo-Carbon Scenarios 2050
• Aim: Identifying forerunners

• Millennium Project, Club of Rome and
other experts from case countries
invited
• Descriptive, not statistical analysis
• Views: which scenarios are possible,
probable and preferred and why?
•

Sample questions:
• What would need to change in your
country for radical startups to flourish?
• What would make the large companies in
your country develop products and
services based on renewable energy?
• How can society support these DIY
engineers?
• What local issues drive new consciousness
in your country?

THE RESPONDENTS
•
•

Link open 21.7. – 8.8.2016
160 experts worldwide, 39
answers (~24%),13 different
countries
China 4 (+Hong Kong 1); South
Korea 2; Kenya 8; Tanzania 5 ;
South Africa 2
Australia 9; Argentina 2; Finland 1;
USA 2; Switzerland 1; Spain 1; Latin
America (as a whole) 1

•
•
•

•

Analysis by Merja Lang, Intern
Report published as WP1
working paper
Abstract accepted to
Anticipation Conference in
Trento
The results are used to modify
and deepen the global metascenarios, and to
contextualise them in different

Radical Startups
Who is radical?
•

•

•
•

What is radical?

•
A technology company whose
products relate to renewable
energy: batteries, solar panels,
mini-grids, solar tiles for roofs,
portable biogas units for organic •
waste treatment, energy
efficient drinkable super meals.
Companies that produce
materials or biofuels: fertilizers,
nutrient recycling, RE
consultancy
Services with "a new angle”: eg.
mobile internet developers
Social experiments / movements

Majority of respondents emphasised
the radicality of the technology or
innovation the company produces
or offers.
Others saw
• Radicality in the innovative
business models
(e.g. M-Kopa Solar in Kenya)
• The impacts on society as
being radical.
• New thinking that comes
along with their actions:
pioneers live and lead by
example, bring people and
experts together

What would make Radical Startups flourish?
• An enabling environment must be accomplished.
• Action is needed from the government, private investors,
customers and the companies themselves.
• The role of government is that of an enabler:
• less regulation and taxation,
• ending the dependence on coal,
• more incubating and real acceleration programs,
• pricing carbon,
• opening the national grids,
• offering economic incentives,
• making data open,
• making wise education policies
• overall visionary policy-making.
• Several respondents criticised governments for the lack of
foresight and vision in their innovation and energy policies.

“(In Australia), they already flourish,
provided they succeed in prototyping and
have some worthy of investment”
(Respondent #22).

“Policies need to change as fast as the
innovation happen”, a Kenyan respondent
(#25) states.

Value-Driven Techemoths
Who is value-driven?
• Business around renewable energy, but core business elsewhere:
GM, Ford, Toyota, Exxon, Boeing, Huawei, Lenovo, Samsung, LG,
BHP Billiton, Unilever, Google, IBM, and Phillips.
• Traditional energy producers & distributors, but core business is
non-renewables Neste Oil, Origin Energy, Powershop, Energex and
Ergon, Shell, PJM, Exxaro, Kenya Power Company, Edeanor and
ISA.
• Local renewable energy companies as value-driven techemoths:
Panax Geotherm, Sky Solar Holding Co, Epuron, M-Kopa, Gamesa,
Mumias Sugar Company, D-light Solar Company and Mobisol.
• Telecommunications companies mentioned particularly by many
African respondents

How do values show in the companies work?
NEGATIVELY:
• Lobby: block climate
change legislation, protect
their market position,
• Operate across the world,
but sustainability reports are
written in the headquarters,
• They control all energy
distribution in a given
country.
How to get them on
board and how to shift their
cultures?

VALUES:
1. internal values: nice, corporate
working conditions (might
nickname their employees.)
2. Many companies show an
interest in the sustainable energy
production
3. The way they operate with their
customers or the surrounding
communities
4. a value-statement in itself that
the company chosen to
contribute to the renewable
energy transition
5. the impact of the company with
its values

What would make large companies develop
products and services based on renewable
energy?
The role of governments as enablers and supporters is seen as essential
The role of the public: more significant in the case of techemoths than
startups: social pressure, customer pressure, change in attitudes, more
demand, higher awareness.
Circumstances: increase in oil price, realism about the climate change,
awarenss of megatrends, technological advances, global demand for
green economic development and finally: energy scarcity.
One “circumstance” is business logic: profit, low development cost,
saving costs, economic viability, return calculations, strong financial
returns for shareholders – all would motivate these companies.

“Though being traditional the company is
reinventing itself to take advantage of
new technology”

Green Do-It-Yourself Engineers
Who is ”green DIY”?
1) Non-governmental
organisations (NGOs) and
Think and Do Tanks,
2) alternative experiments or
communities,
3) universities and other schools
or research institutes,
4) DIY renewable energy
producers (individuals)
5) companies (and their
representatives)
6) cultures

What motivates
Green DIY Engineers?
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DIY as mentality,
DIY as activism
DIY as learning
DIY as a statement
DIY as business
DIY as fun
DIY as a necessity

How can society support
Green DIY Engineers?
1) Also DIY engineers expect governmental support:
• stop fossil subsidies, open energy sector, motivate actors,
remove obstacles, create relaxed & free environment to
develop, recognise achievements, learn from what works,
reduce red tape, invest in technology transfer &
technology development.
2) Society as a whole: Create demand
3) Education:
• higher education in engineering, better linked education
and business sectors, RE in curriculums
4) Leave us alone!
• How can society adopt new innovations?

“Kariuki Kiragu is an architect ‘who
believes in creating closed loop
communities that generate their own
energy, food and economic systems’ “.

New Consciousness
What drives new
consciousness?

Who pioneer new
consciousness?

• Environmental degradation
• Economy: save costs, scarcity of
biomass, oil price spikes
• Politics: driving and slowing factor
• Diffusion of technology
• Cultural reasons

•
•
•
•

• Counter-argument: there is no new
consciousness in sight, even though,
theoretically, they feel it should
already be there.

•
•
•
•

•

Individuals
NGO’s
movements
spiritual communities
(e.g. churches)
universities and research
communities
interest groups
the media
state
business

How can citizens express their lifestyles
through energy solutions?
1) citizens can reduce energy consumption in their energy choices and
everyday decision-making points on traffic, waste etc.;
2) citizens can consume green products and services: products of factories
that run on renewables, that help to save energy or even private investment.
3) Citizens can “go solar” and produce the energy they use by themselves;
4) being politically active and vote for those that drive change; and
5) expressing values by joining NGOs or interest groups or by being active on
social media and building networks.

“Being tired of living just to pay bills,
being tired of living stressful life, being
tired of just functioning and not living”.
(Respondent #8)
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Neo-Carbon Energy Futures Clinique IV:
What Opportunities For Chile? Santiago 24th Oct 2016
The Chilean Intellectual Property Institute INAPI

Opening words by Sergio Bitar (former minister
of mining; education), energy experts from
Chile and Finpro.

CHILE CASE STUDY:
“NEO-CARBON
ENERGY – WHAT
OPPORTUNITIES FOR
CHILE?”
Neo-Carbon Energy
Futures Clinique in
Santiago 24.10.2016

Chilean Foresight Conference
Oct 2016

About Chile
•

A country with robust renewable energy resources, received high
attention by international investors, has led to a dramatic
increase in the uptake of solar energy in the country.

•

Chile is also a pioneer in economic development in Latin
America, thanks to its steady political and economic conditions.

•

Invests in education to catalyse socio-economic development,
but underpinned by deepest inequalities in OECD countries.

•

Remembering history: Augusto Pinochet’s dictatorship 1972-1990
•
•
•

World’s 1st democratically elected socialist president Salvador
Allende overthrown in 1972 coup
Moderate / Social-democratic governments from 1990sHistorically, the US influence important

RADICAL STARTUPS
CHILE 2050

NEW CONSCIOUSNESS
CHILE 2050

Now: The startup culture and enabling
political focus have not taken up yet.
Emergence of a startup culture unlikely.

Now: Deep ecological consciousness is a lot
of work – but is fundamentally important.

Vision: Chile becomes a renewable energy
(RE) hub of the continent &
a knowledge society
Human capital, collaboration, beyond
government rhetoric

Vision: Culture of cooperation, trust and
working together across sectoral or
institutional interests is needed
Open governance, new institutions of
horizontal governance

VALUE-DRIVEN TECHEMOTHS
CHILE 2050

GREEN DIY ENGINEERS
CHILE 2050

Now: Companies in Atacama Desert
increasingly “solar mining” companies, few
Chilean tech companies. However, large
family enterprises in the country

Now: “Centralized” living profoundly in Chile
today, difficult to imagine very localized
living

Vision: Economic diversification, a lower
reliance on the mining sector

Vision: New sustainable culture and
lifestyles. Large copper mining is not
significant in a localized DIY scenario

Most renewable energy forerunners are
foreign investors and large companies –
what about the role of local skills?

Low hierarchy communities,
Universities/colleges & entrepreneurs as
partners

Preliminary Insights
from Chile Case Study
•

•
Need to diversity economic
structure was seen very important,
Chile is a mining country
PostCopper society? Can renewable
energy as an economic sector
provide a strategic alternative?

A peer-to-peer society
(=vertaisyhteiskunta) cannot
function properly without the
fundamental aspect of trust and
respect to one’s fellow citizens
and public organisations?

•

Falling price of solar (less than
USD0.03/kWh)
Is the low cost of energy an
ideal or is it a problem?

•

If energy supply is decentralized,
a need to ensure trust between
the enabling and regulating
authorities & citizens as
prosumers?

•

Chile needs a long-term,
decisive, and yet flexible vision
that understands the complex
nature of the nexus of energy,
society, culture and economy?

SUMMARY &
CONCLUSIONS

Summary of Survey Results
• Value-Driven Techemoths 2050 • Some respondents discussed
cross-sectoral linkages from
scenario was seen as the most
renewable energy (such as solar
probable scenario, whereas
and wind eg. in linkage with the
Radical Startups 2050 and New
constructions and transport
Consciousness 2050, both based
sector) or mentioned novel
on deep ecology, were seen as
energy services that are
the preferred scenarios.
emerging from digitalisation.
• The spirit described in the
Startups scenario can be found
in other types of organisations:
an entrepreneurial mind is
needed also when starting a
social experiment or a
movement.

Summary of Survey Results (+ Chile)
• For lessons learned it could be
• Only few responses mention
useful to look what those
next generation technologies
governments have done that
that support a 100% RE system
already have combined
based on solar and wind. This
cultural and societal strengths
leaves considerable space for
while enabling technological
future innovation and
development.
competition to emerge in
various niches
• As exemplified by Chile case
• Support needs to be given to
study – Local cultural, social,
those pioneers who are
and institutional factors are
identified as making that future
crucial in regards to the
– locally and regionally.
applicability of the scenarios in
the new context

Thank You!
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